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OBSTACLES are those frightful things you see when you take your eyes off your goal.

-Henry Ford
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
MIDDLE SCHOOL
Locally grown in Hobe Sound
PESTICIDE FREE
and
ALL NATURAL!!

Mixed Lettuce
$3/bag

Scallions/Onions
$2/bunch

Kale
$4/bunch

Bright Lights Chard
$4/bunch

Beet Greens
$2/bunch

 Bulls Blood Beets
$6/bunch

Mammoth Romaine
$5/each

Leaf Lettuce
$3/bag

Bell Peppers
Islander Bianca
$1.50/each

Aloe Stalk
$3/each

Chili Peppers
$1/bag

Herblets!!
$1/bag

Tomatoes Coming Soon!!
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